
Breaking Into Book Covers 

Chapter 1 - Agencies 

The book cover agencies I use are primarily  
Arcangel Images - www.arcangel.com 
Trevillion Images - www.trevillion.com 

There is another:  
Plainpicture, another book cover agency but I haven’t used them personally - 
www.plainpicture.com 

There are also other stock photography agencies such as: 
Getty Images 
Shutterstock 
Alamy 
Stocksy 

But I feel personally the royalty rate is too low to provide me a stable income through the 
other stock agencies.  
I used to be part of Getty Images and they were great but they started to micro-stock and 
I got out of their company pretty sharpishly after that, I ended up getting £3-4 per photo 
but with Arcangel and Trevillion it’s a 50% royalty rate and I’ve had months where I’ve 

made over £1000 with one photo and it’s published worldwide so automatically to be 
with Arcangel or Trevillion meant I could suddenly live off my photography rather than 
scrambling each month.  

Arcangel and Trevillion only deal with Rights Managed images whereas Getty and other 
micro stock companies are generally Royalty Free or mixed. 

Royalty Free VS Rights Managed 

Royalty free means you can have your images across many libraries and you can sell them 

multiple times which sounds great, right? Not in my experience. It means publishers 
won’t want to be in competition with their competition already and search for Rights 
Managed images in particular. It also means you get a higher yield money wise as Rights 
Managed images demand more money, knowing your images can’t be found and used 
from everywhere. With Rights Managed you can only have that image, or sister images 
with other libraries. Arcangel and Trevillion are both solely Rights Managed libraries. 



Plus Rights Managed means more money, which is what we’re all here for, it’s a great way 
to create passive income, it’s my full time income but I could take 2 months off and still 
generate income because it’s working for me.  

Common Questions: 

Do you get to pick the font or design of the book?  

No. We are photographers, not designers. It’s up to the designers to create their vision 
using your image. You will have no say in this matter. However there are places where you 
can design and sell your own covers, it’s a hard job but it can be done such as 
www.selfpubbookcovers.com I know a photographer doing it VERY successfully, but if 
you want to create more money, as these places don’t generate as much income, I’d stay 
with agencies as they do the networking, marketing and all that for you.  

How much should I charge? 

It’s not up to you, agencies sort this out thankfully. 

These are the two questions I wouldn’t have covered across the course but thought I 
would as they were common questions. The rest of the questions get answered naturally 
throughout this process.  

Chapter 2 - Why should I use Agencies? 

So, the next most common question! Why should you use an agency when you could go 
straight to the publisher and get 100% of the royalty rate?  

You can try! If you’re successful, make a course and I’ll buy it!  
But in my experience, and trust me I’ve tried, for years. But the effort and everything in 
between to even get a meeting with publishers is extraordinarily rare. To then present 
your portfolio, say you’ve got a hundred images, which is a low number for this kind of 
work. So you present your images to the art director, what are the chances of them 
remembering you? When they have contracts worked out finically with the agencies, the 
agencies they use every single day, full to the brim with images that will always work, 
when they have tight deadlines to adhere too, pretty slim that they will think to call you 
and ask if you have a one off specific image in your collection, which they know they’ll 
have to pay more for, not only that but work out world rights, certain countries rights, 
run of how many books and all of that? Very very unlikely.  

http://www.selfpubbookcovers.com


They might love your work and occasionally ask you to do a commissioned shoot, but 
this happens very rarely. It’s great when they do but you can’t live off one-off 
commissions. I maybe get 1-2 a year, but they found me through the agency anyway.  

I've personally talked to designers and publishing houses, big and small and all of them 
very candidly agreed, that it’s highly unlikely they would remember a one off 
photographer. The hassle of them having to remember you, remember your images, 
contact you and sort out different countries management too over the years would cause 
a lot of hassle.  

Example: If you sold an image just for Germany, so the book was only being sold in 
Germany but it turned into a good seller and they wanted to launch it around the world 
with the same cover, you would then have to work out how much to charge and invoice 
them over the years.  

This actually goes on quite nicely to this side note. When you sell your first images 
through agencies you’ll get a Royalty Statement. With Arcangel it’s either on the 1st or 
15th of every month (you can choose I believe or they’ll randomly assign one for you) and 
Trevillion is quarterly so the 1st of January, April, July and October. Hence why I use 
Arcangel because it’s a more regular income and Trevillion is a nice boost throughout the 
year. You get your statement for the work that sold the previous month, it’s called a 
month in recess. Because that’s the logical way of doing it, they can’t pay you for images 
that haven’t sold yet! You get physical payment a couple of days after your statement. 
You won’t get a statement if you don’t sell any images. 

Agencies also provide a lot of feedback if you want it, helpful human beings and they will 
answer any questions.  

Also some have questioned the creativity of their photography if their aim is to start 
selling but I’ve honestly found book covers have pushed me more creatively than any 
aspect of my photography career and constantly pushes me to think more creatively and 
differently. Plus I get paid, and well! I’ve been doing photography for over 10 years now 
and wish I had done this a long long time ago.  

Chapter 3 - Why you don’t ‘NEED’ models. 

I hear this excuse all the time! It’s not an excuse! It’s absolute rubbish that you need 

models to create content to work for book covers! Quite often if you go to a book shop 

and look at their covers you WON’T SEE PEOPLE! You’ll see anonymous shots, which 



are back of the head shots, maybe a side profile, a bit of a hand, but rarely it’s a full face 
shot of someone. Often you get a lot of still life shots. If you won household products 
such as scissors, knives, ribbons, flowers, cups, books and everything else that most 
normal households have; you can do this.  
Of course models are handy, they are always helpful. If you really want to strive to be a 
historical book cover specialist, then you’ll need models. But if you’re new to this, just 
want to plump out your content, want to create more work generally or have five minutes 
to spare you don’t need models! ALSO you can use yourself. This will be repeated 
throughout.  

Self portraiture for me has sold more than anyone and anything else. Because I’m there, 
readily available, I’m not waiting around for models to get ready; if it’s foggy outside I can 
go straight out and take a lot of images before it disappears. You have yourself, I don’t 
care how old you are, what size you are, what gender you are or what race you are 
because it is ALL SELLABLE. I can hear sighs, eye rolling and excuses from here! But 
honestly especially in 2019 all these things will sell, and yes even ‘older’ people. I’ve 
already had a brief for an older lady photo. Ethnically diverse is a huge need in the 
market same with male models, so if you have friends, brothers, dads, grandfathers, 
honestly male and ethnically diverse content it hugely sough after and needed.  

If you’re not comfortable doing self portraits, I understand but I urge and insist you at 
least try it. Maybe once a week, even if you just start with your hand, a leg, hell even an 
ear would do! You would be surprised how much content you can create by simply 
spending half an hour with yourself. No ones watching, promise!  

Chapter 4 - Still Life Work. 

I’ll hold my hands up and be the first to say I find still life work really difficult, it’s not 
my forte at all but I still try every single week to create some. It’s always worth pursing to 
try a few still life photographs. It creates a good amount of content. I always recommend 
to try a bit of everything.  

Chapter 5 - Submitting your first images. 

This is the exciting bit right?  

Firstly try to shoot in portrait, it seems so simple but often it’s the simple things that go 
over people’s heads! I often heard from people on this career path asking why I thought 
their images weren’t selling and 99% of their work is in landscape format. Publishers, 



designers etc primarily look for portrait images because it fits the layout of how a book is 
already. The image is already composed for that layout. 

Your first submissions for the agencies to get accepted are vital. Do not send a hundred 
images from one photoshoot. Try and send 10 solid, good images that are different 
genres, themes, shoots and show your strongest work. Such as still life, portrait, 
historical, thriller etc. Keep it diverse.  

You’ve been accepted, hooray, so now you have to decide on what to send to which 
agency. Arcangel Images notoriously accept more images than Trevillion. The only issue 
you might run into and have to make your own judgement call on that is if you do a big 
photoshoot with a lot of good images, Trevillion might only pick a good handful and if it’s 
obvious it’s the same photoshoot, you can’t send the others anywhere else.  

So personally if I have a big photoshoot I’ll send them straight to Arcangel knowing I’ll 
get more selected and smaller more niche photoshoots I’ll send to Trevillion. I do mix it 
up now and again of course to keep my portfolio diverse and even.  

The best thing you can do, which most people hate to hear, is to have AT LEAST 100 
accepted images on BOTH agencies. And that is the absolute minimum number. You 
have to have a lot of content for book cover photography, keeping up with the times, 
trends, genres etc. Submitting regularly is a good rule of thumb, regular is whatever that 
means for you. I submit every week without fail, I make sure I do. But if you’re looking at 
this as more part time it might be every 2 weeks to every month. Just make sure you 
make it a good habit. Lot’s of wedding photographers don’t submit through the summer 
but submit an absolute ton during winter etc.  

The aim is to have at least 600/700 images on your portfolio, which might sound 
overwhelming and too much right now but it really isn’t and is rather easy once you get 
into the habit. If you shoot as I’m going to suggest you do you’ll be surprised how 
quickly you can rack up your content.  

Back to your first submission. Keep your edits clean and clear. Unless you’re a photoshop 
wizard I’d keep your images clean. Publishers aren’t fond of heavy texture use, they used 
to be but it’s a trend that is quickly dying out, if not dead already. It also keeps your 
workflow quicker. Publishers just want clean images to work from.  

Also something I still struggle with, a huge huge factor, leave copy space. This is where a 
title could easily be put without much hassle. If you have a super heavily patterned 
image, or overly dark, muddy, textured image it makes it difficult to put copy on without 



it being unreadable. So leave copy space, look at books in stores and see where titles are, 
how they are incorporated and ask yourself if your images are providing that space too.  

The most productive way I’ve found of shooting and submitting: 

1. Decide how many images you want to submit each week or month. 

2. Break it down into how many different shoots you want to do and what is 

achievable for your schedule.  

3. Remember it can include ‘mini-shoots’ which I strive for. Shoots that take 20 

minutes out of my day, an hour with editing. 

4. It takes a little while to get into the groove but once you do! Content and diversity 

is key! 

Chapter 6 - Potential goldmine. 

Something you may be missing out on is right in your old hard-drives. Lot’s of people 
taking this course are already photographers, and have been for at least a couple of years. 
It could be where your jackpot is hiding. Mine certainly was! If you’re like me and have 
years worth of old work sitting on hard-drives collecting virtual dust, get them out! They 
aren’t making money sitting there! Go through them, trawl through every folder with 
your new found way of thinking as a book cover photographer and you’ll be surprised 
with how much content you potentially have on them!  

I do mine still every year and I’ve been through them about 7-8 times already yet I still 
find new content! It’s also a great way to initially bump your numbers up substantially in 
some cases.  

When I started I thankfully had done this already and had thousands, yes thousands, of 
images to submit and thousands got accepted. Even old work I never thought of much, 
one image in particular, a nothing self portrait I tried for the first time at the mere age of 



16. It wasn’t a great image but in my first month with Arcangel it sold, as one of my first 
images, for £950.00. And in recent years a VERY old photo of my hands against my mums 
old curtains which is honestly, nothing special has now made me over £2500. Just for that 
one image… because the designer saw its potential.  

So seriously if you have old images on hard-drives get on it!  

Chapter 7 - Models, costumes and locations. 

For models and locations you may need a model or property release, I recommend the 
Easy Release app on your phone, so simple to use and on your phone. You’ll only need a 
property release form if you’re shooting a very obvious building, if it’s a closer image of a 
vague building in the background you won’t need one and definitely won’t need one if 
it’s of a window or a door etc.  

Regarding models. If you’re new to this, use friends, family, neighbours, anyone really! Or 
if you’re feeling brave ask people in the street, supermarket and I do this on a regular 
basis, I’ve found some of my best models this way.  

Find your local modelling agencies and even acting groups, lots of actors will happily 
work in exchange for some photos they can use and lot’s of new models on modelling 
agencies books will do test shoots in exchange for photos (which yes they can use 
without causing you legal problems with agencies etc). 

Don’t forget you can use yourself as a model too.  

I pay my models £15ph but I will ask people to shoot for free too if I’ve given them a lot 
of paid work or if they’ve never modelled before. But if I like a model I’ll always give 
them more paid work than free. 

If your model is under 18 you have to get their parent or guardian to sign this.  

Costumes! I love costumes but learn from me, I’d hire them out or buy small statement 
pieces that you can use over and over. Because I have huge amounts of boxes of costumes 
sitting in my house, don’t become a hoarder like me. Find your local costume hiring 
place and become friends with them, see if they can do a deal with you in exchange for 
photos for her website.  



Side note: If you get a week hire, try and fit at least 2-3 photoshoots in that week and 
make the most of the costumes! 

Online costume places: Complete Costumes are really good overall, great communication 
and pricing.  

Locations! If you know people will pretty houses, cute cottages, victorian terraced houses 
you might as well use them! Local parks, beaches, woods are free but don’t use national 
trust as they will fine you, a lot!  

Find your local wedding venues too, they are usually beautiful buildings and privately 
owned so they are always up for talking to you about using the establishment for 
photoshoots, usually they’ll ask to use some of the images too of course which again is 
fine as long as they don’t sell the images you’re all good!  

Lastly hair and make up artists. In my eyes are priceless and always worth knowing a 
good one, find them at your local colleges from the beauty courses and see if you can 
create a relationship with the tutors and potentially their best students. Great portfolio 
work and experience for them as well as you getting really good hair and make up done. 
Unless you’re a wizard yourself I’d advise this strongly. Especially for historical work 
more than anything. Contemporary images most models can do their own hair and make 
up.  

Chapter 8 - Top reasons images don’t sell. 

The reason I’ve added this chapter is that many of my ‘students’ are doing this work 
already and struggle month to month so I compiled a list of why images don’t sell.  

1. Not enough images online. It’s one of the top one I’ve found. I’ve had someone come 
to me asking why their images aren’t selling, they only had 6 images online. That is 
NOT enough content! You need a good amount of photos, I cannot stress this 
enough.  

2. Bad Editing. Yes they might have been accepted but it doesn’t make a difference. If 
you’re not good at editing, please leave it alone until you’ve improved. I suggest going 
to CreativeLive or Phlearn to learn photoshop if you’re eager but in the mean time 
use Lightroom presets, photoshop actions or just simply make sure the images are 
bright enough, colour is right and away you go. You don’t need to over complicate 
things. If you want to find some good presets I suggest going to Creativemarket. 



3. Over use of textures. Avoid them unless you’re really good at using them. It’s not 
what publishers want anymore.  

4. Not enough diversity in your portfolio. If you have your online portfolio, break it 
down into shoots, genres etc and you might be surprised at how little you have. I was 
when I did this in my early days and it was a huge turning point on changing my 
mindset and getting more work done. If you then only have 2-3 shoots but you have 
300 images it’s not going to work out too well. Unless publishers are buying for 
trilogies they rarely buy from the same shoot so it’s a really big thing to think about. 
So do lot’s of different shoots. Even a ten minute shoot a day you’ll create a huge 
difference in your portfolio. Small little shoots rather than big productions is good!  

5. Themes are distinct enough. Create a story with your image, vague images don’t 
create a sense of story but they will sell more than the next one.  

6. Themes are TOO distinct. Yes I know, it sounds contradictory. But if you have hyper 
niche images they rarely sell either. A girl in work out gear in an urban area will not 
sell as much as the same girl, in the same area wearing normal clothing maybe 
running, walking, looking worries, looking through fences etc. Stay away from high 
fashion poses too, just normal posing is perfect for this kind of work. 

7. All your work is landscape. Landscape work can be beautiful but it doesn’t sell as 
much as people based work. It does sell but nowhere near as often. So if you’re a 
landscape photographer, learn to use props. Just take some little props with you out 
on your trips. Baby shoes in a misty forest? Creepy as hell and would more likely sell 
than just the image of the forest. ALSO don’t forget to shoot some in portrait as 
format does truly matter. Anyway take a little bag of props with you to create a sense 
of drama and story.  

8. All landscape format. Shoot primarily in portrait format, simple.  

9. No copy space. Keep in mind whilst shooting about where copy would go, how it 
could be presented and such. It took me a long time to get around this, don’t make 
my mistake.  

Chapter 9 - Copying vs Inspiration. 

Inspiration but not copying. Copying is such a vague word now as nothing is really 
original anymore. Especially when it comes to book cover work. But do not go out of 
your way to copy someones exact style and images, it’s not cool. Find your own style. Be 
proud of your own work style. Copying isn’t flattering.  



There are lot’s of common themes in book covers that sell regularly and that’s what we’re 
here for. To make money. So if you want to take a photo of a girl in a red coat running 
through a foggy forest. GO FOR IT!  

But don’t copy someone’s portfolio outright. Just be inspired.  

Chapter 10 - Popular themes. 

1. 1940’s and land-girls. Sell a lot! Authentic looking images. Get a good hair and make 

up artist. 

2. Timeless, historical images of women. 

3. Men and ethnically diverse people. Especially the Young Adult and contemporary 

book covers.  

4. Regency images. Think pride and prejudice. Again authentic.  

5. Thriller and domestic disturbance.  

6. Roman and greek - it’s an expensive thing to do though just a heads up.  

7. Modern day adults and young couples. Bit of drama added in.  

8. Anonymous portraits across all genres. Just add them into your shoots. 

My advice to all of you is this. RESEARCH. Find themes that match your photography 

style to begin with. Whether it’s historical, contemporary, still life, thriller, etc etc. Go on 

amazon, check out their upcoming books, go through different genres and see what 

speaks to you personally. Start there! I love fantasy books, but my photography lends 

itself better to historical work, so I try and keep an even balance between both. Also 

don’t stop researching! I do it every Sunday night, trawling through pages of amazon, 

book blogs, the publishing websites to see upcoming trends, themes and styles that 

repeat. Waterstones (a book store) is visited any time I’m in town too!  

Chapter 11 - Finding book covers 101. 

So, you’ve submitted your images, been accepted and it’s been a couple of months and 
you’ve seen an image that is yours on a book cover, finally! But you have no statement… 
don’t freak out, this happens all the time. Remind yourself that agencies have to work a 
month in recess so it could just happen that you’ve found it first.  



If however you think it’s been stolen because it’s really bad quality just report it straight 
to the agency, don’t do anything else, they will legally handle it. Beauty of working with 
agencies, you don’t have to deal with legal crap.  

But if it’s not been stolen, just be excited and revel in the waiting for your next statement. 
Always wait until the next month. If it’s not on the statement, just give the agency a 
message if you’re feeling anxious about it.  

Royalty statements are great from both Arcangel and Trevillion. You get a PDF with the 
title of the book and the authors name, which country it’s been bought for and at the end 
how much you’ve made. I usually copy and paste the title name and author into google 
and find my covers that way.  

Sometimes you won’t find them. It’s frustrating. But sometimes they buy the image way 
in advance, I’ve once waited an entire year to see a cover revealed with my image. It’s 
always worth the wait though!  

Large print book covers are notoriously difficult to find, I’ve only ever found one but had 
lot’s published!  

Also there are quite a few in general that I have never found, I asked some publishers 
about this once and sometimes they’ll buy an image, get everything set and then 
someone on the team changes their mind at the last minute, sometimes even the author 
gets upset about it and your image gets pulled. You’ll still be paid but sometimes these 
things just don’t work out!  

Personally at the end of every year I go through each statement from that year and see if 
I’ve missed any, I usually find a ton I missed before!  

I really hope you enjoyed this and found is as useful as everyone 
who bought the videos has found it!  

Any feedback greatly appreciated, just email me at 
hello@rekhagarton.com   

mailto:hello@rekhagarton.com

